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Abstract

This study examines how two pricing innovations, fixed and dynamic pricing, became the 

modi operandi in pricing. We first introduce the historical context and adoption of fixed and 

dynamic pricing mechanisms and identify common themes and differences. In addition, the 

innovation patterns of the fixed and dynamic prices in five countries, Japan, Britain, France, the 

United States, and China, are analyzed and contextualized from a historical, biographic, and 

a buyer/seller perspective. The results show that fixed and dynamic pricing have continuously 

evolved and gained widespread acceptance as a leading pricing strategy once the appropriate 

platform was available (e.g., department stores for fixed pricing or a deregulated airline indus-

try/e-commerce for dynamic pricing). The key factors contributing to the diffusion of pricing 

innovations: mutual benefits for buyers and sellers, competitive pressure for smaller sellers to 

adopt the innovative pricing mechanism, and market expansion by including less affluent cus-

tomer groups, are guidelines for the success of future pricing innovations.
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Innovation in Pricing Mechanisms: An Analysis of 

the Emergence of Fixed and Dynamic Pricing in Five 

 Countries

Innovation is a multi-faceted concept that plays a vital role in driving 
economic growth and progress.1 According to the economist Joseph 
Schumpeter, innovation disrupts existing market structures and creates 
new ones, thereby driving economic development  (Schumpeter, 1942). 
The concept of innovation emerged in the early and mid-20th century, 
and its study provides valuable insights into the workings of our world 
today (Popplow, 2021).

Thompson (1965) defines innovation as the “generation, acceptance, 
and implementation of new ideas, processes, products, or services.” In-
novation can take many forms, and its impact can range from progress 
and growth to friction and social imbalances. This study focuses on an 
inconspicuous type of innovation, but one with major consequences, on 
pricing mechanisms innovations, specifically fixed pricing and dynam-
ic pricing in business-to-customer markets.

For businesses, pricing is a critical factor that determines financial suc-
cess. The right pricing strategy can increase profits, improve market po-
sitioning, and enhance customer loyalty. Conversely, incorrect pricing 
can result in reduced sales and decreased profits. For consumers, prices 
carry a deep meaning, influencing their perceptions of fairness, trust in 

1   The author would like to sincerely thank the two anonymous reviewers and the editors for their 
valuable comments and suggestions on the paper. Their insightful feedback has contributed significantly 
to improving the quality of the work.

I also thank Yoshinori Shiozawa, Meiju Fei, and Stefanie Eschenlohr for their support throughout the 
research process. The text was proofread with the support of the Large Language Models ChatGPT by 
OpenAI and NotionAI. The author made sure that no content was added and assumes full responsibility 
for form and content.

This research was supported by a grant (MOST-111-2410-H-011-010-) from the National Science and 
Technology Council, Taiwan.
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the seller, and the perceived value of the transaction.

Innovation does not occur naturally and should not be considered a law 
of nature. Therefore, this study aims to understand the historical context 
and adoption of fixed and dynamic pricing mechanisms and identify 
common themes and differences. Thus, we aim to explain how fixed 
and dynamic prices have become the modi operandi in pricing today. 
The study also aims to evaluate the relevance of these innovations for 
emerging pricing mechanisms. Despite the significance of pricing inno-
vation, it has received relatively limited research attention, particularly 
its historical context, adoption process, and cross-cultural significance. 
This study seeks to fill this gap in the literature.

The paper is structured into three parts. Firstly, the historical back-
ground of fixed and dynamic pricing mechanisms will be introduced. 
Secondly, the innovation adoption will be analyzed and contextualized 
from historical, biographic, and buyer/seller perspectives. Finally, we 
conclude. 

1 Pricing innovations

In most parts of the world, consumers are accustomed to two prevalent 
pricing mechanisms. When purchasing goods or services from brick-
and-mortar stores, consumers typically encounter a single, fixed price 
established by the seller, which is relatively stable over time and consis-
tent for all buyers. When purchasing goods or services online, consum-
ers will be presented with a price on the website. This price may fluctu-
ate based on the time of purchase. This pricing model, dynamic pricing, 
is typically implemented through computer algorithms to set prices.

These pricing models are relatively recent developments in the history 
of pricing. Historically, prices were not solely determined by the seller 
but were negotiated through bargaining for most products in most re-
gions of the world. Until the mid-19th century, bargaining was the pri-
mary pricing model, after which fixed prices became dominant. Only 
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in the late 20th century did the dynamic pricing model emerge and 
become widely recognized. We will examine these two pricing mecha-
nisms’ innovation histories in the following.

1.1 Fixed pricing

Fixed pricing, also referred to as a one-price policy (Grinder & Cooper, 
2022; Norris, 1962; Shiozawa et al., 2019; Vaccaro & Coward, 1993), 
uniform price (Tirole, 1988), or fixed offer prices (Gudehus, 2007), is a 
pricing mechanism in which the seller sets a price that the buyer cannot 
influence. The price is communicated to the buyer, who can then decide 
whether to purchase or not (take-it-or-leave-it offer). 

It is crucial to note that a fundamental aspect of the definition of fixed 
price is that the seller has complete control over determining the price. 
This eliminates another type of fixed price, where the price is the same 
for all buyers and sellers but is instead set by a third party, such as the 
government or guilds (Ogilvie, 2014). For example, King Edward III 
established fixed prices for wool in 1337, which allowed him to pur-
chase the commodity at a lower cost within England and then sell it at 
fluctuating prices to weavers in other parts of Europe (Casson & Cas-
son, 2014). Although this price is also “fixed,” it is not the innovation 
discussed here. Furthermore, fixed prices are usually stable for a certain 
period but not indefinitely. Promotional discounts, such as end-of-sea-
son sales or off-peak pricing and general price adjustments made in 
response to cost or profit margin changes, do not conflict with a fixed 
pricing strategy.

The development of the fixed price innovation is a subject of interest, 
and this study aims to examine the innovation patterns of the fixed price 
in five countries: Japan, Britain, France, the United States, and China. 
Fixed prices have existed in some form, such as in taverns during an-
cient Egyptian and Roman times (Casson, 1974) or in pubs in the 18th 
century (McKendrick et al., 1982), but they were peripheral phenomena. 
This study will examine how they became the dominant pricing strat-
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egy. 

Anecdotal evidence suggests that specific individuals may be credited 
as innovators of fixed pricing in the five countries studied. These po-
tential candidates include (in chronological order) Mitsui Takatoshi in 
Japan, James Lackington in Great Britain, Astride Boucicaut in France, 
Alexander Turney Stewart, Rowland Hussey Macy, and John Wana-
maker in the United States, and Ma Yingbiao in China. Figure 1 shows 
a timeline for the adoption of fixed pricing. The following paragraphs 
will examine the historical evidence of the emergence of the fixed price 
and provide insight into the stories of these potential innovators.

Figure 1: A timeline of the fixed pricing innovation
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1.1.1 Japan

In ancient Japan, the samurai culture viewed setting high prices and 
focusing on profit as immoral (Tsunoda et al., 1958). However, as the 
economy transformed in the 16th and early 17th centuries, the previ-
ously low-status merchant class began to rise and establish new norms. 
In traditional markets and shops, haggling with customers over pric-
es became common. Merchants could trade and sell goods nationwide, 
open new stores, and sell various product classes. Their business prac-
tices were characterized by a proliferation of selfish, illegal, and shady 
business practices, which were tacitly condoned by government offi-
cials who accepted bribes in exchange for their complicity (Yamamura, 
1973). 

The practice of fixed pricing in Japan has a historical origin that can be 
traced back to the 17th century. Japan’s earliest known mention of fixed 
pricing dates back to 1672 (Yonekura & Shimizu, 2010), 1673 (Horide, 
2000; Russell, 1939), or 1683 (Shiozawa et al., 2019). The individual 
credited with the introduction of this innovation is Mitsui Takatoshi (三
井高利, 1622-1694). Mitsui came from a middle-class merchant family. 
His mother, Shuho (殊法), was the family head and a devout Buddhist 
and educated her children in this spirit. Their philosophy is based on the 
principle of Ji-Hi (慈悲), which embodies the virtue of compassion of 
the Buddha. This Buddhist philosophy has two elements: Ji (慈), which 
entails giving happiness to all living things through friendliness, be-
nevolence, and goodwill, and Hi (悲), which involves freeing all living 
things from torment and distress. Following Buddhist faith, one should 
excel in one’s profession. For merchants, these teachings dictate that 
they should strive to excel by making as much profit as possible, while 
being honest, respected, and beneficial to the country. Poverty is not 
desirable, but selfishness and pursuing one’s own gain at the expense of 
others are considered wrong (Basu & Miroshnik, 2021b; Horide, 2011; 
Nakamura, 1967). 

Mitsui followed these beliefs and was well known for his rigorous work 
ethic, diligence, honesty, and frugality (Horide, 2011, 2019). As the 
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fourth son, Mitsui spent most of his life working under his older brother 
in the family’s retail business. After his brother passed away, Mitsui, 
at the age of 50, established the Echigoya Drapery (越後屋), a kimono 
shop in Surugashu. Upon opening, he announced non-negotiable and 
fixed prices (Horide, 2000; Russell, 1939; Shiozawa et al., 2019).

This change in pricing strategy came with other innovations. On the 
one hand, Mitsui did not provide credit, nor did he conduct home visits, 
a common practice among his competitors. On the other hand, his pric-
es were lower than those of his competitors. Additionally, while other 
sellers focused on offering highly customized services to the elite, ne-
gotiated prices, and extended credit limits, Mitsui’s fixed pricing strat-
egy allowed him to successfully target the middle class, allowing his 
business to grow and expand to other product sectors and become very 
wealthy (Yamamura, 1973). On top of that, Mitsui’s descendants build 
one of Japan’s most significant business empires. As a result, the Echi-
goya Drapery eventually evolved into what is now known as depart-
ment stores and the Mitsukoshi retail shopping chain (Shiozawa et al., 
2019; Yonekura & Shimizu, 2010).

Fixed prices did not immediately become the primary pricing method. 
In the early and middle Edo period (1603-1800), merchants continued to 
pay suppliers as little as possible and charge buyers as much as possible 
(Jansen, 2000; Ramseyer, 1979). Moreover, Mitsui’s innovations in dis-
count selling angered competitors, leading to exclusion from the guild 
and acts of sabotage, such as building a toilet to overflow onto the store 
or threats to attack and set the store on fire (Horide, 2000). Eventually, 
however, other merchants followed Mitsui and adopted fixed pricing. 
By the early 19th century, this practice had become a standard among 
merchants in Japan. Furthermore, merchants prided themselves on 
“charg[ing] the standard market price for an article, and not add[ing] 
an unfair profit to the price” (Ramseyer, 1979, p. 213).

From the 1630s to 1853, Japan was mostly isolated from the rest of the 
world. Japanese citizens were prohibited from leaving the country, and 
foreigners could not enter without the authorities’ approval. Therefore, 
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the development and adoption of fixed pricing in Japan were largely 
separated from the rest of the world. After Japan’s reopening in the 19th 
century, foreign visitors noted the widespread use of fixed pricing in 
Japan, remarking that while haggling was still common in most other 
parts of the world, in Japan, “once you set foot in Japan, you pay the 
same ‘single price’ that Hachirobei Mitsui introduced to an amazed 
commercial world 250 years ago” (Russell, 1939, p. 74). (Hachirobei 
Mitsui was the business name of Mitsui Takatoshi.) 

1.1.2 Britain

In the pre-industrial era, retail pricing in Europe was primarily deter-
mined through negotiation between the consumer and the seller. 

James Lackington (1746-1815), a British bookseller, is considered one 
of the earliest known individuals to have implemented the use of fixed 
prices in retail in the Western world. Lackington began his career as a 
bookseller in 1744. In his memoirs, Lackington recalls the implemen-
tation of fixed prices in 1780. Lackington’s primary motive for fixed 
prices was to facilitate business organization and gain a competitive 
edge. He recognized that giving credit was costly as customers often 
did not pay their debt or only paid after a long time, which forced the 
seller to take costly loans. He discontinued extending credit to custom-
ers, which was considered a bold move. To compensate for this change 
and maintain his competitiveness, Lackington established a low but 
fixed, non-negotiable price for each book and adhered to these prices 
(Lackington, 1792). 

Despite coming from a poor background and receiving little formal ed-
ucation, Lackington taught himself to read by searching for secondhand 
books in flea markets and living frugally. After starting his own busi-
ness as a shoemaker, he began selling books on the side before eventu-
ally transforming it into a bookstore (Timperley, 1839). 

In the 18th century, more and more people were learning to read, but 
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books were still expensive luxuries, and other bookstores could be in-
timidating places. Lackington drove down prices and made books af-
fordable and accessible to poorer people. However, the guiding idea of 
his business and pricing decisions was pecuniary. He aimed to accumu-
late wealth through many sales with a small profit margin.

Fixed prices did not stop Lackington from giving high discounts. 
During that time, it was common business practice for other booksellers 
to buy out the lion’s share of a book and destroy most of it to make the 
remaining copies more valuable. In contrast, Lackington sold all copies 
at highly discounted prices (Lackington, 1792; Timperley, 1839).

The implementation of fixed prices encountered significant challenges. 
Due to the lower prices compared to competing businesses, the store’s 
reputation was negatively affected, and customers were led to believe 
that the quality of the books would also be lower. In response to this, 
Lackington introduced a money-back guarantee policy. Despite the ini-
tial difficulties, fixed prices ultimately proved beneficial, resulting in the 
steady growth of Lackington’s business (Mee, 1938/1951).

As a bookseller, Lackington became wealthy and influential, even mint-
ing his own coins that could be redeemed in his store, “The Temple of 
the Muses” at Charing Cross in London. He voluntarily published his 
costs and profits to be perceived as honest and fair. Although born a 
Methodist, he rejected Methodist beliefs during his time as a merchant 
and even made fun of them. He rediscovered his faith only after re-
tirement and became a part-time Methodist preacher (Mee, 1938/1951; 
Timperley, 1839). 

Beyond the adoption of fixed prices, Lackington’s innovations in the 
bookselling industry had a meaningful impact on the evolution of the 
modern bookstore. They contributed to the democratization of litera-
ture, making books more affordable and accessible to a broader range 
of individuals (Lackington, 1792).

By the end of the 18th century, haggling remained prevalent in England, 
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but fixed-price systems were gaining popularity. This trend rapidly ex-
panded beyond major cities, and by 1806, even smaller country stores 
had adopted fixed prices, price tags, and warranty services (Fowler, 
1998). The adoption of fixed prices continued to spread (Adburgham, 
1981), and by the mid-1850s, a French visitor noted with surprise that 
haggling was uncommon and viewed as impolite in England (Davis, 
2013).

It should be noted that Lackington is often credited as the pioneer of 
fixed prices in Britain. However, he did not invent it. There are earli-
er records of fixed pricing, specifically among the Quakers,2 who be-
lieved that charging different prices to different individuals was immor-
al. As such, in the 1650s, one of their founders and leaders, George 
Fox, requested that his merchant followers establish a single price (Fox, 
1694/2010). 

The Quakers’ adoption of fixed prices was primarily motivated by their 
religious beliefs. According to Weber (1904/2016, 1946), the Quak-
ers were driven by individual salvation, which they believed could be 
achieved through hard work and honesty in all aspects of life. They 
believed that God was present in all people and that everyone, regard-
less of social class, should be treated equally (Fox, 1674). However, the 
resulting wealth was a double-edged sword. Too much wealth was seen 
as a distraction from their faith, while too little was seen as a sign of 
idleness and a lack of effort in worshipping God.

While Weber (1904/2016) argues that individual salvation was the cen-
tral motive for adopting the fair price and that social and economic con-
sequences were only of secondary importance, Kent (1983) suggests 
that additional motives were at play. The Quakers were frustrated by 
the seemingly selfish business practices of the time. They believed that 
one could please God only by being honest and charging everybody the 
same. In their view, charging everyone the same was a way to decrease 
social inequality and promote fairness in society (Fox, 1658; Kent, 1983). 

2  Quakers, also known as the Religious Society of Friends, are a religious group that emerged in 
England in the 17th century.
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However, the pricing mechanism did not gain widespread acceptance 
outside of the Quaker community, as customers at the time largely re-
jected this change (Edmundson, 1774; Fox, 1694/2010; Hower, 1943)
and got furious when deprived of their right to haggle (Toldervy, 1655). 
The Quakers also faced opposition from other Protestant faith groups 
who believed that fixed prices were unfair as they benefitted the rich, 
who should pay more to achieve fair prices (Kent, 1983; Weber, 1946). 
Nonetheless, the Quakers continued to use fixed pricing as a pricing 
mechanism, as another French traveler remarked with surprise in 1792 
(de Saussure, 1902). 

1.1.3 France

Like other countries, France has a claimed inventor of the fixed pric-
ing system Aristide Boucicaut (1810-1877) (Gosmann, 2013; Thivierge, 
1989). Before the 19th century, haggling was the standard method of 
conducting transactions. Boucicaut came from humble origins and ini-
tially worked as a salesperson. He joined Le Bon Marché as a co-owner 
in 1853. The small retail store identified a demand for a new type of 
retailer that offered a wider range of products. He was instrumental in 
establishing the concept of the department store in France through the 
expansion of product offerings, enabling customers to purchase a va-
riety of items under one roof. This was when he abolished credit and 
introduced the use of fixed prices for products (d’Avenel, 1896; Moreuil, 
1970). 

Boucicaut was Catholic, and his faith profoundly impacted his business 
practices. His store was renowned for its virtuous reputation, which 
with fixed pricing, became a defining trait of the Bon Marché brand. 
Boucicaut’s religious convictions were so strong that some people even 
speculated he had direct ties to the Church. He held high moral stan-
dards for his employees and ensured they received religious instruction, 
and followed the fixed price paradigm (Miller, 1981). 

The emergence of fixed pricing can be attributed to a larger societal 
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shift. To target the growing bourgeoisie, Boucicaut offered products at 
lower prices, implemented refund and warranty policies, and provided 
unrestricted access to his store (Beauvais, 2004; Hower, 1943). This 
contrasted with the competition of high-end boutiques. Boucicaut uti-
lized shop windows and vitrines to display goods and ensured wide 
aisles and ample space for customers to browse leisurely. Later, he ex-
tended his offerings to include home delivery and mail orders through 
catalogs (Pasdermadjian, 1954). Le Bon Marché made Boucicaut one of 
the wealthiest individuals in France during his time. When Boucicaut 
died in 1877, his wife, Marguerite Boucicaut, took over the store’s man-
agement and continued to expand and innovate.

The rise of consumerism led to the growth of department stores that 
adopted fixed pricing, allowing them to compete with traditional re-
tailers who still used negotiated prices (Gosmann, 2013). The result 
was a price war between Le Bon Marché, other emerging department 
stores, and traditional retailers. The intense price competition favored 
department stores that operated on a low-margin, high-volume model. 
Department stores grew at the expense of specialty shops and neighbor-
hood stores. In Paris, by the early 1900s, even smaller businesses such 
as butchers, dairy shops, clothing stores, and restaurants adopted fixed 
pricing (Saint-Léon, 1911; Wemp, 2010). However, in the countryside, 
fixed pricing and bargaining coexisted until after World War II (Braudel 
& Labrousse, 1970).

Although Boucicaut is widely credited as the pioneer of fixed pricing, 
there is evidence of its existence in France before his time. In 1786, oth-
er merchants raised concerns about stores that had adopted fixed prices 
(Saint-Léon, 1911). Other sources indicate that fixed pricing was in use 
as early as 1800 (Ambrière, 1932) and that the Parisian bazaar and jew-
elry seller Petit Dunkerque was among the first stores to adopt the prac-
tice (Jarry, 1948; Sombart, 1922). Additionally, dry goods and clothing 
stores (magasins de nouveautés) in Paris used fixed prices in the 1820s 
(Jarry, 1948), 1830s (Jarry, 1948; Miller, 1981), and 1840s (Brandt et al., 
2014; Hower, 1943).
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1.1.4 U.S.

The United States also claim to be the origin of fixed prices, with three 
names frequently mentioned: Alexander Turney Stewart, Rowland Hus-
sey Macy, and John Wanamaker (Grinder & Cooper, 2022; Tamilia, 
2011; Tamilia & Reid, 2007). 

Stewart (1803-1876), an Irish immigrant, is credited with pioneering the 
department store model and being the first to use uniform fixed pricing 
in the U.S. Although he never advertised it, he had adopted fixed pric-
ing by at least 1846 (Appel, 1930; Miller, 1981; Resseguie, 1962, 1965; 
Tamilia & Reid, 2007). Stewart began with a small store that eventually 
grew into a department store and later into a business empire, making 
him one of the wealthiest Americans. At the time, selfish business prac-
tices, customer deception, and haggling were the norm. In Stewart’s 
store, customers had to pay in cash, as little to no credit was given. 
Prices and profit margins were kept low, and customer satisfaction was 
prioritized. Steward came from a religious family, and after his father 
died at a young age and his mother left him behind, his grandfather and 
later a Quaker friend raised him (Brockett, 1868). Consequently, Stew-
art valued honesty and discouraged salespeople from exaggerating the 
quality of their goods. He believed in setting affordable prices to limit 
competition, increase sales, and ensure long-term success by accumu-
lating capital (Surdam, 2020).

Macy (1822-1877), a Quaker who began his career as a sailor, opened a 
dry-goods store in Massachusetts in 1851 that sold exclusively for cash 
and with fixed prices (Hower, 1943). After struggling in a rural environ-
ment, he relocated to New York City and opened R. H. Macy & Co. as 
a department store, again adhering to fixed prices. The store’s success 
helped establish the department store format as a major retail presence 
in the U.S., and it continues to operate today under the name Macy’s. He 
combined fixed pricing with other novel retail strategies, such as low-
price positioning, a low-price guarantee, and odd pricing (e.g., prices 
ending in .89, .93). He also heavily advertised this positioning, empha-
sizing the fixed price aspect. This marked a significant departure from 
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prior retail practices, making fixed pricing a cornerstone of Macy’s suc-
cessful department store business model (Hower, 1943).

Wanamaker (1838-1922) came up with a similar idea. In 1861, Wana-
maker opened his first store, “Oak Hall” in Philadelphia, and later es-
tablished a larger store, “Wanamaker’s,” in 1876. As a competitor of 
Macy’s and other emerging department stores, he adopted fixed pricing 
and introduced a novel concept of labeling all goods with their respec-
tive prices, referred to as “price tags.” It is said that before Wanamaker, 
U.S. retailers would not display product prices, requiring customers to 
seek out a salesperson for each item’s price, which could be time-con-
suming and deter some customers from purchasing. The introduction of 
price tags revolutionized retail and was quickly adopted by the industry. 
Wanamaker was a devout Presbyterian. He valued hard work, hones-
ty, and equality (Appel, 1930; Grinder & Cooper, 2022). He was also 
a philanthropist who donated generously to various causes. The fixed 
(and low) prices were advertised as a particularly fair policy. Wanamak-
er’s contributions to the retail industry extended beyond fixed pricing. 
He was influenced by Le Bon Marché in Paris and expanded the prod-
uct range at his store, offering money-back guarantees and employing 
innovative advertising methods. This helped further to popularize the 
department store format in the United States.  

The introduction of fixed prices and price tags enabled customers to 
compare prices across stores, leading to intense competition and price 
wars among department stores. This competition also spurred the adop-
tion of innovations outside business strategies, such as elevators and 
electrical lighting (Hower, 1943; Pasdermadjian, 1954). 

The origin of fixed pricing in the U.S. is disputed; some merchants have 
already experimented with this practice. In 1817, Arthur Tappan, a car-
pet and dry goods seller best known as an abolitionist, implemented 
fixed pricing in his business, motivated by his Christian beliefs. Howev-
er, this did not gain widespread adoption, and competitors continued to 
use haggling (Tappan, 1870). Further use of fixed prices in New York in 
the 1840s (Appel, 1930) and small country stores in the 1830s (Norris, 
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1962) have been documented. However, there was some suspicion that 
fixed price policies were a disguise for higher prices and a sophisticated 
and unfair haggling strategy (Resseguie, 1965). Wanamaker acknowl-
edged Stewart for originating the policy and credited himself with es-
tablishing it (Appel, 1930), but it is more likely that fixed prices resulted 
from continuous development. The practice of haggling gradually de-
clined in the 19th century (Barth, 1982) but continued to be used well 
into the 20th century (Appel, 1930). 

There is a disagreement about the origin of the fixed-price innovation in 
the U.S. Some sources suggest that fixed pricing was first implemented 
in Britain and France and was later adopted by American merchants 
(Nystrom, 1915; Pasdermadjian, 1954). Meanwhile, other sources in-
dicate that the development of fixed pricing was concurrent in both the 
U.S. and Europe (Appel, 1930; Hower, 1943; Norris, 1962; Tamilia, 
2011). Evidence supports both arguments, as early U.S. and European 
cases of fixed prices were parallel, but the final success of the policy 
was achieved by adopting department stores with extensive product of-
ferings and fixed prices. 

1.1.5 China

The use of fixed prices in China during the 19th century is largely un-
known. However, the idea of government price controls was well-estab-
lished (Weber, 2021). During the Ming and Qing dynasties, state orders 
and imperial edicts determined prices, including grain and rice prices. 
However, merchants’ and traders’ adherence to these prices remains 
unclear (Allen et al., 2011).

Ma Yingbiao (馬應彪, 1860-1944), born in Guangdong Province, 
moved to Australia at the age of 19 to work at a gold mine and later as 
a salesclerk. Influenced by Western values, he was impressed by Syd-
ney’s flagship department store, Anthony Hordern & Sons, which used 
fixed prices. During his time in Australia, Ma converted to Presbyterian 
Christianity (Austin, 2011). Upon returning to Hong Kong, he opened 
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the first Chinese-owned department store, the Sincere Company (先
施百貨), in 1900 and strongly advocated for clearly marked prices so 
that customers could choose goods based on price. The name “Sincere” 
alludes to fixed prices being seen as honest and fair (Chan, 2010). Sin-
cere mandated its employees to attend Christian services on Sunday 
mornings but also integrated the Confucian principle of developing 
character with the Christian values of overseas Chinese (Chan, 1996; 
Hong, 2016). The success of the Sincere Company led to its expansion 
to Shanghai and Guangzhou in the 1910s. The company continues to 
exist to the present day. Shortly after the establishment of Sincere, other 
department stores, such as Wing On (永安百貨), Sun Sun (新新公司), 
and Dah Sun (大新公司), entered the market. They were also influenced 
by Protestantism and adopted the fixed pricing mechanism, leading to 
tough competition. 

The introduction of fixed prices by Ma Yingbiao at the Sincere Com-
pany was accompanied by several other innovations, including the em-
ployment of women as salesclerks and the display of goods in an elabo-
rate manner, despite the high financial costs. However, due to backlash, 
hiring female clerks had to be discontinued for over thirty years (Chan, 
1996). The fixed price was a significant advertising proposition for de-
partment stores and continues to be viewed as a signal of honesty (Peng, 
2011).

The use of fixed pricing before Ma Yingbiao’s implementation in 1900 
is debated. While haggling was widespread in small-scale markets 
in China, some department stores in the International Settlement in 
Shanghai, operated by English merchants, may have used fixed pricing. 
However, their clientele was primarily foreign residents, thus having 
limited impact on the Chinese retail sector (Chan, 1996; Clifford, 1991; 
Rawski, 1989).

The concept of fixed pricing is present in Chinese history, as evidenced 
by the idiom 真不二價 or 不二價 (pinyin: zhēn bù èrjià or bù èrjià), 
which translates to “no second price” or “no bargaining.” This idiom is 
believed to have originated from ancient businessman Han Kang who 
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sold medicinal products and refused to sell for any price other than 
what was initially announced, as it represented his goods’ true value 
and quality. However, this pricing method was only used sparingly in 
Chinese medicine shops and was not widely adopted in the retail sector 
until the modern era.

Fixed prices set by companies in China were a fleeting concept. After 
the Communist Revolution in 1949, companies were dissolved, and price 
setting became the sole responsibility of the government. For 30 years, 
the government centrally set prices for most goods and services, such as 
food, housing, and fuel, at artificially low levels (Chao & Hsiang, 1969). 
However, such control resulted in economic imbalances, giving rise to a 
thriving black market and the return of haggling based on the principles 
of supply and demand. In 1979, the Chinese government introduced the 
pricing reform to return to market pricing and company-set fixed prices. 
This allowed state companies and the market to independently set pric-
es for certain parts of production (Li, 1989). 

1.2 Dynamic prices

The use of non-negotiable pricing for products and services was wide-
spread after World War II in both Western and Communist nations. In 
theory, companies set prices in the Western world, while the govern-
ment sets a single price in Communist countries. However, both sys-
tems were often combined in practice. State-owned firms dominated 
heavily regulated industries in the Western world, while some entrepre-
neurship was permitted in Communist countries. 

Managers’ and academics’ efforts centered mainly on determining the 
optimal fixed price until the late 1970s. This shifted when companies 
started adopting variable pricing strategies, charging different prices for 
the same item based on the time of sale. This evolution will be referred 
to as dynamic pricing and will be the focus of this chapter. Dynamic 
pricing refers to adjusting prices of goods or services in real-time based 
on market demand, supply, and other relevant factors, determined solely 
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by the seller. Like with fixed prices, the price is communicated to the 
buyer, who can accept or reject the offer (take-it-or-leave-it offer). Yet, 
buyers typically pay different prices depending on when they buy. This 
pricing method often employs complex mathematical algorithms and 
data analytics to inform its decisions. A discussion of the different defi-
nitions of dynamic pricing can be found in Gönsch et al. (2009).

Figure 2: A timeline of selected cases of the dynamic pricing adoption

The evolution of dynamic pricing started in the airline industry in West-
ern countries, originating from revenue management. Commencing in 
the late 1950s, studies on forecasting models aimed to address opera-
tional challenges such as managing cancellations, overbooking, and no-
shows, as well as determining the appropriate number of tickets to sell 
to prevent empty or overbooked seats (Beckmann & Bobkoski, 1958). 
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The concept was called yield management and, later, revenue manage-
ment. The goal was to analyze the optimal allocation of capacity to 
different airline classes and the establishment of prices for each class.3 
Ultimately, revenue management aims to maximize profits (McGill & 
van Ryzin, 1999). Figure 2 gives an overview of the adoption of dynam-
ic prices in different countries and industries.

1.2.1 The first use of revenue management in Britain

These models led to revenue management-driven dynamic pricing in 
the early 1970s in Great Britain. The BOAC (British Overseas Airways 
Corporation, now British Airways) developed a mathematical model to 
predict customer demand, enabling dynamic pricing implementation 
for revenue optimization (Littlewood, 1972/2005; Yeoman & McMa-
hon-Beattie, 2017). Although applied to all economy class flights, cus-
tomers who booked at least 21 days before departure received a dis-
count compared to those who booked closer to the departure date. The 
algorithms aimed to find the optimal balance between discounted seats 
that could be sold and non-discounted seats that needed to be reserved 
for last-minute bookings, an optimization task known as yield manage-
ment at the time and revenue management today (Cross et al., 2009; 
McGill & van Ryzin, 1999). Thus, the revenue was optimized instead 
of optimizing seat sales (Vinod, 2009). This is commonly referred to as 
the Littlewood Rule (Littlewood, 1972/2005).

3  There is no widely agreed-upon definition of revenue management (Kimms & Klein, 2005; 
Pfeffer, 2016; Stuhlmann, 2000). A popular early definition that remains prevalent today is “maximizing 
passenger revenues by selling the right seats to the right customers at the right prices” (AMR 
Corporation, 1987, p. 22). In addition to dynamic pricing, revenue management also involves controlling 
capacity to allocate a limited capacity to demand from different market segments in a way that optimizes 
revenue (Tscheulin & Lindenmeier, 2003). For a long period, dynamic pricing was considered a subfield 
of revenue management only. Dynamic pricing, in this sense, is considered a component of revenue 
management (Elmaghraby & Keskinocak, 2003; McAfee & te Velde, 2006). However, some scholars 
contend that dynamic pricing and revenue management overlap to some degree, and that there is no 
hierarchical relationship between them (Gönsch et al., 2009).
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1.2.2 Development of revenue management in the U.S. airline industry

Before 1978, the airline industry in the United States was heavily regu-
lated, with prices and routes controlled by the Civil Aeronautics Board. 
Airlines were guaranteed a 12% return on half-full flights by the gov-
ernment’s set prices (Vinod, 2016; Yeoman & McMahon-Beattie, 2017). 
Thus, pricing was not a focus for airlines for a few years. Instead, the 
evolving industry faced operational challenges, including implement-
ing a functional booking system and reducing costs. 

Robert L. Crandall (born 1935) is recognized as a pioneer of dynamic 
pricing innovation. Crandall earned a reputation as a ‘tough guy’ while 
at American Airlines. Coming from a humble background, he aimed to 
adhere to high ethical standards, including maintaining integrity, ful-
filling commitments, following a moral path, and striving for excellence 
(Crandall, 2022). Crandall’s primary motive was determined to win 
against competitors. He prioritized achieving the best possible results 
for his company and shareholders, even if it meant making tough deci-
sions (e.g., hiring and firing friends) (Cross, 1997; Graham et al., 1992).

In the mid-1970s, as Senior Vice President of Marketing for American 
Airlines, he and his colleagues were brainstorming ways to cut costs 
when they realized that planes were only flying at half capacity. This led 
them to realize that the airline industry had a revenue problem rather 
than a cost problem (Cross, 1997). In addition to efficiency-related rea-
sons, Crandall also recognized pecuniary motives for introducing reve-
nue management: “If we could figure out a way to sell those empty seats 
[…], we would make a lot of dough” (Cross, 1997, p. 111). American 
Airlines’ Super Saver discount fares for advanced booking in 1977 re-
sulted from this brainstorming session (Smith et al., 1992; Vinod, 2016). 
They were highly successful and copied by other airlines (Cross, 1997). 

However, it was just the beginning of dynamic pricing. The Airline 
Deregulation Act of 1978 eliminated restrictions on domestic routes and 
fare regulations, leading to the entry of low-cost carriers and intense 
competition. Low-cost carriers, most notably PeopleExpress, offered 
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reduced services at a low fixed price. PeopleExpress implemented an 
unbundling strategy that separated all non-flight services, including 
baggage handling, booking service, and meals, from the basic ticket 
price and charged supplementary fees for these services. Customers had 
to book their reservations directly instead of utilizing agents, and tick-
ets could be purchased onboard the aircraft. This approach resulted in 
a significantly lower cost structure for these airlines, reducing expenses 
by 50% compared to major carriers. This allowed low-cost carriers to 
target less affluent customers and make flying available for everybody 
but also put pressure on established airlines whose revenues and pas-
senger numbers declined and were struggling to survive (Cross, 1997; 
Cross et al., 2011; Koten, 1984).

Crandall, who was subsequently promoted to CEO of American Air-
lines, devised a countermeasure. To retain high prices from business 
travelers and attract price-sensitive customers, American Airlines was 
the first to introduce an updated version of revenue management with 
more aggressive dynamic pricing with its Ultimate Super Saver fare in 
1985. In contrast to the previous iteration, American Airlines was le-
veraging cutting-edge computational capabilities; the revised dynamic 
pricing mechanism enabled the airline to target discounted fares more 
precisely. The Ultimate Super Saver offered competitive, constantly 
changing prices for customers who booked up to 30 days before travel 
and stayed over the weekend. 

At first, competitors reacted with skepticism and strong opposition to 
the low-cost strategy, viewing it as a potential threat to their future prof-
itability. They believed that dynamic pricing strategies would not be 
well-received by customers. The norm was that everybody should pay 
the same, and it was thought that customers would not tolerate differ-
ent prices for the same product and that the government would view 
such practices as bait pricing and intervene accordingly. Notably, the 
decision to implement dynamic pricing strategies rested with Ameri-
can Airlines’ marketing department and the CEO but lacked significant 
consideration of the consumers’ fairness perceptions and ethical issues. 
In fact, customers were viewed simply as rational economic agents 
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rather than consumers with complex personalities. However, consum-
ers generally reacted positively to dynamic pricing contrary to initial 
expectations. Many felt they could benefit from lower prices and receive 
the same level of service as they would from a traditional airline (Cross, 
1997). One year later, other airlines quickly adopted this model, making 
it an integral part of revenue management (Cross, 1997; Huefner, 2011; 
Vinod, 2009). 

In addition to his pioneering work on dynamic pricing, Crandall is rec-
ognized for his contributions to the airline industry. One of his most 
notable achievements was creating the first frequent-flier program at 
American Airlines, which revolutionized how airlines interacted with 
their customers (Graham et al., 1992).

1.2.3 Evolution of dynamic pricing in other industries in the West

The development of revenue management and dynamic pricing in West-
ern countries during the 1980s and 1990s was marked by distinct dif-
ferences from the development of fixed pricing. Unlike the determina-
tion of fixed prices, made by the owner, employees advanced revenue 
management. These specialists regularly interacted with peers and aca-
demia through professional conferences and communication networks. 
Overcoming language barriers facilitated the exchange of expertise and 
the hiring of specialists from rival organizations. As a result, the adop-
tion of dynamic pricing within the airline industry in the Western world 
was rapid and widespread, with most airlines adopting some form of 
dynamic pricing within a decade. 

Dynamic pricing evolved in industries with capacity limitations simi-
lar to airlines. Marriott was the first company in the hotel industry to 
implement revenue management and dynamic pricing in the late 1980s 
(Kimes, 2016). Other hotels followed in the 1990s (Hanks, 2002). How-
ever, compared to the airline industry, the more fragmented industry 
structure limited the widespread application (Kimes, 2016). The na-
tional passenger rail systems of the United States, Amtrak, and France, 
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SNCF, adopted revenue management and dynamic pricing in 1991 and 
1993, respectively (Ben-Khedher et al., 1998; Vinod, 2016). Currently, 
most European railway companies use revenue management (Hohberg-
er, 2020).

Before the late 1990s, dynamic pricing beyond these industries was con-
sidered too complex and infeasible. Kimes (1989) identified six critical 
factors necessary for implementing dynamic pricing: fixed or limited 
capacities, high fixed costs, low marginal costs, capacity perishability, 
significant fluctuations in demand, the possibility for advance booking, 
and the possibility of market segmentation and price differentiation. 

However, with the advent of the internet and e-commerce in the late 
1990s and early 2000s, dynamic pricing also gained popularity in re-
tail and beyond capacity-driven industries in travel and hospitality. The 
increased availability of data, advanced technology for quick pricing 
adjustments, and improved analytical capabilities presented a signifi-
cant challenge to traditional pricing strategies and an opportunity to 
implement dynamic pricing (Elmaghraby & Keskinocak, 2003). Online 
retailers, such as Amazon and eBay, widely adopt dynamic pricing al-
gorithms in North America and Europe to adjust prices multiple times 
a day based on demand, inventory, and competition. Ride-sharing com-
panies like Uber and Lyft also employ dynamic pricing by considering 
factors such as time of day, location, and ride demand to adjust fares. 
In the ticketing industry, companies such as Ticketmaster and StubHub 
adjust ticket prices based on event popularity and the availability of 
tickets. There are a few instances of brick-and-mortar stores that use 
electronic shelf-labels to implement dynamic pricing as well. 

Ethical dimensions of dynamic pricing were little considered. During 
the Reagan era in corporate America, fairness considerations were per-
ceived as weak and insignificant (Mueller, 2004). The dominating logic 
of Chicago economics, emphasizing free markets and rationality, added 
to this trend. From a customer perspective, dynamic prices were ac-
ceptable with a significant discount and reasonable restrictions (Kimes 
1994). More recently, the ethics of dynamic pricing have been debated 
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more (Elegido, 2011; Gerlick & Liozu, 2020; Haws & Bearden, 2006; 
Nunan & Di Domenico, 2022; Seele et al., 2021; Selove, 2019).

In Japan and China, the implementation of dynamic pricing deviated 
from the pattern observed in North America and Europe.

1.2.4 Dynamic pricing in Japan

In Japan, the adoption of dynamic pricing has been slow despite the 
exchange of ideas with Western countries and Japanese researchers 
studying in the West. Japanese companies did not implement dynamic 
pricing mechanisms in the 1980s and 1990s. This was primarily due to 
government regulations limiting Japanese airlines’ ability to implement 
revenue management practices. However, after market deregulation in 
2000, companies gradually began adopting revenue management and 
dynamic pricing in the 2000s (Eguchi & Belobaba, 2004). Influenced 
by their international counterparts, Japanese hotels have since adopted 
dynamic pricing. In the Japanese railway industry, dynamic pricing has 
yet to be implemented due to regulation and government approval re-
quired for rail prices. Despite discussions on the topic for a long time 
(Abe, 2007; Bugalia et al., 2021; Yasutomi, 2016), the government only 
began considering its implementation in 2021. Similarly, dynamic pric-
ing mechanisms were only recently adopted in industries such as theme 
parks, parking lots, and sporting venues.4

1.2.5 Dynamic pricing in China

Dynamic prices were also slow to be adopted in China. Several factors 
contributed to this, including the new prosperity brought about by open-
ing the Chinese market and the subsequent economic growth, which 
made dynamic pricing unnecessary. Additionally, there was a lack of 
knowledge regarding dynamic pricing techniques, which were primar-

4  Ironically, since 2017, the successor company of Mitsui Takatoshi’s kimono shop have established 
Dynamic Plus Co, a company that offers revenue management and dynamic pricing consulting and 
services.
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ily developed in the West. Furthermore, government regulations and 
price controls posed obstacles to implementing dynamic pricing (Yang, 
2009; Yuan & Nie, 2020; Zheng & Liu, 2016). After the market was 
deregulated in 2000, airlines were the first industry in China to adopt 
revenue management systems and dynamic pricing. China Southern 
was the first to adopt revenue management in 2001, followed by Chi-
na Eastern and Air China in 2003. Implementing dynamic pricing was 
not straightforward due to various challenges, including airlines’ lack 
of pricing power as resellers primarily sold tickets, government price 
controls, and knowledge limitations (Yang et al., 2009). The adoption 
of dynamic pricing and revenue management in the hotel industry in 
China was similarly delayed. Although some international hotel chains 
have implemented these practices, widespread adoption did not occur 
until recently (Li & Ma. 2017; Yang et al., 2009). In contrast, the railway 
industry still operates under government price regulations and has yet 
to implement dynamic pricing or revenue management.

2 Learning from pricing innovation

In this section, we will analyze and compare two pricing innovations 
regarding their historical background, the sellers’ biographic, religious, 
and moral background, and the roles of the sellers and consumers in the 
diffusion process.

2.1 Historical innovation patterns: Two waves 

The following section will examine the recurring themes observed in 
implementing the two pricing innovations, fixed and dynamic pricing. 
The development and adoption of both pricing innovations were gradu-
al. These pricing mechanisms represent significant modifications in how 
prices are established and market transactions are carried out. However, 
no sudden realization or “eureka” moment marked the introduction of 
either fixed or dynamic prices. The shift toward their implementation 
occurred gradually over time (Davis, 2013).
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The evolution of fixed pricing occurred in two waves. During the first 
wave, between 1600 and 1850, early advocates of fixed pricing were 
driven by religious or moral motivations, viewing uniform pricing for 
all customers as fair and honest. Despite this, adopting fixed pricing 
was limited as competitors ignored it, and customers were resistant. 
Fixed pricing was only seen as a peripheral practice. The first introduc-
ers of fixed pricing went unnamed. China had some prior experience 
with fixed prices but was the only country studied that did not see the 
first wave of gradual introduction before the emergence of the depart-
ment store. The second wave saw fixed pricing establish itself as the 
primary pricing strategy, driven by practical considerations such as the 
growth of industrialization and the rise of the European consumerist 
movement. The Meiji Restoration ended Japan’s isolation and brought 
department stores to Japan, transforming the retail sector again. Fixed 
pricing, however, was already established before this (Hong, 2016).

The adoption of fixed pricing as the dominant pricing strategy across 
countries shows two main threads of development - an independent 
evolution in Japan and a Western-Chinese evolution. The department 
store model facilitated the successful implementation of fixed prices, 
which offered a wide range of products and a price-sensitive clientele, 
necessitating low prices. Other innovations from the department store, 
such as advertising, warranties, low-price guarantees, and home deliv-
ery, also contributed to the success of fixed prices.

Paralleling the development of fixed pricing, the implementation of dy-
namic pricing evolved gradually in two phases. The first wave of dy-
namic pricing adoption started in the late 1970s and occurred primarily 
in the airline industry under the guise of revenue management and filling 
capacity. Dynamic pricing allowed revenue advantages through implicit 
temporal price differentiation and revenue advantages through response 
to random demand fluctuations (Gönsch et al., 2009). This method was 
gradually adopted in other industries with capacity constraints, such as 
hotels and train industries, driven by technological advancements and 
primarily utilized by larger enterprises.
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The second wave in the adoption of dynamic prices paralleled the rise 
of e-commerce. As e-commerce developed and advanced, the accom-
panying software technology also advanced. This resulted in a renewed 
emphasis on pricing in e-commerce, albeit in a different manner. The 
growth of e-commerce has led to increased price competitiveness, with 
market prices for products frequently changing multiple times a day in 
response to consumer demand.

In conclusion, fixed and dynamic pricing have continuously evolved 
and gained widespread acceptance as a leading pricing strategy once 
the appropriate platform was available (e.g., department stores for fixed 
pricing and airline industry/e-commerce for dynamic pricing). This is a 
trend that we can observe similarly in other fields of innovation. Pricing 
innovation should not be confused with the invention of a new pricing 
method. The origins of pricing inventions, such as the first person who 
implemented fixed pricing in ancient civilizations like Greece, Rome, 
Egypt, and China, are unknown. Similarly, ideas of dynamic pricing 
have existed for a long time but were previously deemed unfeasible (den 
Boer, 2015). 

Going (1911) once cleverly formulated the idea that our world very of-
ten had as much creative genius and inventiveness as it could handle, 
meaning that it only made use of an invention at the right moment. For 
example, the economist cited the steam engine, which was often in-
vented, set aside, and rediscovered. Only at the end of the 18th century 
was it able to establish itself because this time’s economic and social 
conditions were particularly favorable for its application (Pasdermadji-
an, 1954). According to Schumpeter (1934/2021) the social environment 
often responds unfavorably to new ideas, attempting to suppress even 
minor innovations by imposing bans or subjecting innovators to social 
condemnation. This backlash is evident in all five countries regarding 
fixed-price innovation. More recently, Ridley (2020) claims that innova-
tion is usually gradual and not sudden. Sudden leaps are rare and often 
the result of long stretches of preparation, multiple wrong turns, and 
hindsight. Successful innovation follows a consistent path and can be 
seen in small incremental steps rather than sudden breakthroughs. He 
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concludes that it is often not the first inventor who has a lasting impact 
on society, but rather the innovator who effectively implements the in-
novation in the appropriate context and at the appropriate time.

2.2 Biographic, religious, and moral drivers of pricing innovations

The innovators discussed above share striking similarities. Most came 
from poor (Lackington, Boucicaut, Macy, Wanamaker, Ma, Crandall) 
or modest (Mitsui, Fox, Tappan, Stewart) backgrounds, and most rose 
to incredible wealth, power, and fame. Mitsui, Lackington, Boucicaut, 
Stewart, and Wanamaker were among the wealthiest people in their so-
cieties before they passed away.

All the innovators had strong values that followed them throughout 
their lives. All believed in hard work, and most shied away from a lux-
urious lifestyle despite their wealth. Their puritan religious values often 
guided this. Except for Lackington and Crandall, religious beliefs were 
the guiding principle for introducing price innovations. 

Remarkably, most innovators followed Protestantism, reflecting so-
ciological hypotheses from the first part of the 20th century by Weber 
(1904/1920/2016) or Sombart (1911). This is manifested in their decision 
to introduce the fixed price. Followers of Fox, Macy, and Stewart fol-
lowed the Quaker ideology that everybody should be treated the same. 
Arguments by the other Protestant innovators were similarly driven by 
honesty and fairness (Wanamaker, Tappan, Ma). The core values Weber 
attributed to Protestantism - hard work, asceticism, profit orientation, 
and private entrepreneurship - can also be found in Japanese Buddhism 
(Basu & Miroshnik, 2021a), and Mitsui’s ethic stresses honesty and 
high moral standards. The Catholic Boucicaut stands out. While he was 
very devout, little is known about how this influenced his motives for 
introducing the fixed price.

Lackington and Crandall, who were not religious during their time as 
innovators (Crandall, 2022; Mee, 1951; Timperley, 1839), were driven 
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by a different set of values: increasing the efficiency of their operations, 
becoming more profitable, or simply winning against the competition.

2.3 The consumers’ and sellers’ perspectives on pricing innovations

2.3.1 Supporting factors

Fixed pricing has several advantages for the seller that were cited as 
major drivers for its success. First, there was increased efficiency. Rath-
er than negotiate a price with each customer, the seller only needs to 
set the price once. Bargaining requires a significant amount of skill, as 
the seller must assess the buyer’s willingness to pay, determine a suit-
able starting price, and clearly understand product costs and overhead 
expenses to sustain their business in the long run. This process can be 
more manageable in owner-run shops, but training new salesclerks to 
be skilled negotiators is a resource and time-consuming task. For larg-
er businesses, the benefits of fixed pricing are even more pronounced. 
With the hiring of salesclerks, ownership and pricing decision-making 
were separated. Therefore, the owner’s ability to control the price is 
diminished. Fixed pricing was introduced as a way for the owner to 
regain control over the pricing decision by centralizing the pricing deci-
sion-making process (Phillips, 2012).

Second, the implementation of fixed pricing was successful in depart-
ment stores, utilizing complementary marketing strategies such as mon-
ey-back guarantees, lowest-price guarantees, low-price strategies, and 
extensive advertising campaigns. The implementation of these strate-
gies was made possible by the adoption of fixed pricing. 

Third, there was a psychological argument. Fixed pricing proponents 
claimed it was a fairer approach, treating all customers equally (Fox, 
1694/2010; Lackington, 1792; Scull & Fuller, 1967; Wanamaker, 1911). 
Additionally, it improved the relationship between buyers and sellers 
by removing the tension and animosity that arose during the haggling 
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process (Geertz, 1978; Wanamaker, 1911). Fixed pricing also served to 
justify the unequal power dynamics between buyers and sellers. De-
partment store owners, who became wealthy through successful busi-
nesses, could claim that they did so through fair and honest practices 
(Crow, 1943). Evidence suggests that fixed-price sellers pressured others 
to adopt the same pricing method through negative publicity and exclu-
sion if they resumed bargaining (Phillips, 2012). 

Fourth, a theoretical economic argument proposes the optimality of 
fixed pricing over haggling (Riley & Zeckhauser, 1983). 

From a consumer’s viewpoint, implementing fixed pricing had numer-
ous benefits. Customers who struggled with bargaining no longer had to 
participate in the negotiation process. Particularly for individuals who 
were traditionally charged more, such as the upper class, fixed pricing 
resulted in lower prices. Second, price comparisons across various stores 
were more straightforward as prices were clearly displayed. Therefore, 
competition between buyers and sellers shifted towards competition be-
tween sellers (Geertz, 1978), resulting in increased perceptions of inter-
personal fairness and lower prices (Gelber, 2005). The introduction of 
price tags also enhanced trust between the store and its customers, as 
they felt they were being treated fairly and receiving good value. This 
fostered customer loyalty, a crucial factor for the stores’ long-term suc-
cess. The adoption of fixed pricing was also aligned with the progres-
sive values of the time, as department stores were perceived as modern 
and forward-thinking, making various local and foreign goods acces-
sible to a larger portion of society, including the lower classes. On the 
other hand, haggling was seen as an outdated process for smaller stores 
(Phillips, 2012).

The widespread acceptance of dynamic pricing can also be explained 
by the benefit it brings to sellers and consumers. First, from a seller’s 
standpoint, it effectively addresses the need for capacity utilization, 
inventory management, and customer outreach through early revenue 
management techniques. Second, dynamic pricing increases sales and 
resource efficiency by determining the optimal price at each price point. 
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Third, it enables price differentiation among buyers, which reverses pri-
or limitations imposed by the mostly time-stable fixed pricing. By set-
ting a lower price, usually associated with less convenient purchase and 
consumption times, and a higher price with more convenient schedul-
ing, the seller allows buyers to self-select according to their willingness 
to pay. For instance, in the case of a flight, more affluent business trav-
elers may choose to book during the higher-priced period shortly before 
take-off, while students on a tight budget may accept the inconvenience 
of booking in advance to pay a lower price. Ultimately, this leads to a 
rise in seller profitability (Zhao & Zheng, 2000).

From a consumer perspective, discounted fares were welcomed during 
the initial adoption of dynamic pricing in the airline industry. They were 
primarily seen as a cost-saving option for consumers. For price-sensi-
tive consumers who can plan ahead, dynamic pricing results in a po-
tential increase in consumer surplus. The price discrimination involved 
in dynamic pricing does not necessarily have to be unfair or unethical 
(Elegido, 2011). Like in the case of haggling, price discrimination can 
redistribute income from less price-sensitive and often wealthier groups 
to more price-sensitive and often less wealthy groups (Tirole, 1988). 

The influence of the buyer on the pricing decision is increased again in 
dynamic pricing. While haggling allows for a high level of face-to-face 
influence, fixed pricing minimizes buyer influence. On the other hand, 
dynamic pricing offers a new level of virtualized influence. When con-
sumers believe they benefit from it, they often support price discrimi-
nation in the market (Kimes, 1994). Additionally, from a psychological 
perspective, dynamic pricing allows consumers to experience the thrill 
of finding a good deal (bargain hunting) (Choe & Wu, 2015)and to feel 
good about paying less than others (Lee et al., 2011). 

2.3.2 Inhibiting factors

The societal discourse around the new pricing mechanisms was not un-
critical, and some arguments were raised against the innovations. The 
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introduction of fixed pricing faced opposition from some sellers, as it 
impacted their previous business practices. While it provided a stan-
dardized pricing method, it also limited the ability of smaller sellers 
to engage in price discrimination, as they could no longer set different 
prices for different customers. Previously, bargaining allowed them to 
set higher prices for wealthy customers and lower prices for those with 
limited means. The introduction of fixed pricing increased competition, 
lowered profits for smaller sellers, and led to price wars (Saint-Léon, 
1911). 

In Europe, before introducing fixed prices, guilds set prices, which lim-
ited competition by agreeing on minimum prices (Ogilvie, 2014). Addi-
tionally, during the initial implementation of fixed pricing, high-quality 
sellers negatively perceived it as a threat to their business and a method 
for selling lower-quality products (Saint-Léon, 1911). The introduction 
of fixed prices in France during the 18th century was initially met with 
criticism as they were perceived as unfavorable to the poor. The police 
even banned fixed prices and encouraged bargaining for staple goods 
like bread, allowing low-wage workers to obtain a fair price for their 
baguettes (Forster & Kaplan, 1998). As previously mentioned, fixed 
pricing eliminates personal interaction in the pricing process and offers 
the same prices to all consumers, resulting in a standardized relation-
ship between buyers and sellers. Sombart (1922) considered introducing 
fixed prices as contributing to objectifying the buyer-seller relationship 
in capitalism. Many consumers were accustomed to bargaining and 
found it pleasurable. Thus, removing bargaining stripped them of the 
sense of achievement and dominance in securing a good deal (Jones 
et al., 1997). Similarly, during the period when fixed pricing was first 
introduced, it was perceived as a haggling strategy or a signal of bad 
quality in Britain and the U.S. This trend can still be observed in coun-
tries where bargaining remains a common practice (Dawra et al., 2015; 
Kassaye, 1990). 

The resistance to fixed pricing is also evident in the cross-cultural diffu-
sion of innovations. Except for Japan, fixed pricing was established and 
developed in regions characterized by frequent trade and commerce, 
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such as colonial empires like Britain, France, and the U.S. During that 
time, fixed prices were implemented in parallel and faced similar oppo-
sition from other sellers. There was a cross-cultural exchange between 
these countries, and the accounts of foreigners visiting regions that al-
ready utilized fixed pricing, show that they were taken aback by the 
concept. This was a reciprocal experience, whether the French in Brit-
ain, the British in the U.S., or the Americans in Japan. Across cultures, 
introducing fixed pricing sparked surprise and initially faced rejection.

Similarly, in China, fixed prices were introduced in Hong Kong and 
Shanghai, considered among the most open cities in the early 20th cen-
tury. Fixed prices came along with the rise of department stores, viewed 
as representing Western values and early capitalism. However, there 
were reports of fixed pricing being perceived as a colonial, Western 
concept and nationalist consumers rejecting it as a way to resist impe-
rialism (Hong, 2016). 

During implementation, dynamic pricing faced resistance from sellers 
who had not yet implemented it. The adoption of dynamic pricing tech-
nologies creates pressure for competitors also to adopt it, leading to 
a more competitive market where prices can be easily adjusted in re-
sponse to market conditions. This can ultimately result in lower prices 
and reduced profits over time. In contrast to the simplification brought 
by fixed pricing, dynamic pricing complicates price setting. The imple-
mentation of dynamic pricing requires advanced technology, software, 
hardware, and human resources to accurately set prices for each prod-
uct. As demonstrated by the bankruptcy of PeopleExpress after Amer-
ican Airlines introduced dynamic pricing, a lack of related technolo-
gy can have negative consequences. Dynamic pricing also reduces the 
power of managers over pricing decisions and requires using algorithms 
that must be accurate, transparent, and fair to avoid legal and ethical is-
sues. Despite this, managers often retain control over pricing decisions 
in dynamic pricing rather than delegating it to employees (Wamsler et 
al., 2022). Regardless of success stories, many companies have failed 
to implement dynamic pricing correctly and abandoned the approach.
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In some cases, companies experimenting with dynamic pricing faced 
criticism for charging higher prices from media and customers (Yang, 
2020). There are also concerns about the consumer’s reactions when 
facing dynamic prices, with some industries, such as movie theaters 
opting not to use dynamic pricing despite meeting its criteria. This can 
be attributed to a conservative approach (Orbach, 2004). Additionally, 
sellers are often concerned about losing their pricing image and custom-
er loyalty if dynamic pricing is implemented (Seele et al., 2021). 

The initial innovators of dynamic pricing in the digital sphere faced sig-
nificant resistance from the media and consumers. Perceptions of fair-
ness and trust in dynamic pricing were viewed negatively (Garbarino & 
Lee, 2003; Haws & Bearden, 2006). This can be attributed to the power 
imbalance created by dynamic pricing, which allows sellers to target 
weaker customers using vast amounts of consumer behavioral data. Dy-
namic pricing also decreases price certainty for customers, making it 
harder for them to plan and increasing their uncertainty. Additionally, 
the decreased price transparency in dynamic pricing creates ethical is-
sues for the seller and erodes its credibility (Seele et al., 2021). There 
is also a cross-cultural variation in the adoption of dynamic pricing, 
with consumers in collectivist cultures being more sensitive to price 
comparisons within their in-group (Bolton et al., 2010). This partly ex-
plains why dynamic pricing is more regulated or rejected in collectivist 
cultures such as Japan and China.

In conclusion, there are several common themes in fixed and dynam-
ic pricing diffusion patterns. In both cases, the acceptance of the new 
pricing system was driven by mutual benefits for sellers and buyers. 
Sellers who adopted the innovation could better utilize their resources 
and increase sales and profits, while buyers benefited from lower prices 
and a better product offering. As a result, both pricing innovations, by 
and large, led to a democratization of consumption, making products 
that were previously only accessible to the wealthy more affordable to a 
larger consumer group. There were some exceptions. The poorest of the 
poor benefited from haggling for their daily necessities, and similarly, 
airline passengers who needed a last-minute flight on an almost booked 
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plane were better off with fixed prices than dynamic prices. A second 
feature of the diffusion pattern of both pricing innovations is that their 
successful and lasting introduction started in larger organizations and 
was later adopted by smaller ones. It is worth noting that except for 
fixed pricing in Japan, both innovations were seen as a Western, mod-
ern way of doing business and challenged traditional cultural practices 
in Eastern countries. These similarities suggest that economic and cul-
tural factors influence the diffusion of pricing innovations.

In addition to these similarities, however, there are also contradictory 
features in the two price mechanisms. On the one hand, fixed pricing 
streamlined the pricing process and reduced labor costs. On the other 
hand, dynamic pricing resulted in a more complex pricing structure. 
However, computer technology enabled automated pricing processes, 
removing the personal touch from pricing decisions. Additionally, while 
fixed pricing was perceived as promoting price fairness, dynamic pric-
ing was seen as a decline in price fairness, suggesting that price fairness 
does not appear to be a determining factor in the diffusion of pricing 
innovations.

3 Conclusion

The present research examined how two pricing innovations, fixed 
pricing and dynamic pricing, became the modi operandi in pricing. We 
could map the acceptance of fixed and dynamic pricing by introducing 
innovation and implementation patterns in five countries, three from 
the West and two from the East. While there are colorful stories of some 
innovators who came up with the idea of fixed pricing, we find evidence 
that the implementation of fixed and dynamic pricing as leading pricing 
strategies developed gradually over time. Fixed pricing evolved in two 
waves, with early adopters driven by religious or moral motivations and 
the shift towards it occurring gradually over time. The growth of the de-
partment store model further facilitated the successful implementation 
of fixed pricing. Dynamic pricing also evolved in two phases, with the 
first wave starting in the late 1970s in the airline industry and the sec-
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ond wave paralleling the rise of e-commerce. Innovations in software 
technology allowed for increased competitiveness in e-commerce and 
frequent price changes in response to consumer demand. 

Furthermore, we discussed why the innovating firm was motivated to 
innovate and how competitors and customers reacted to the innovation. 
According to economic theory, fixed pricing has advantages for the sell-
er, such as increased efficiency and control, improved buyer-seller rela-
tionship, and optimization. From a consumer’s viewpoint, fixed pricing 
makes negotiation easier, allows for easier price comparisons, increases 
trust in the seller, and aligns with progressive values. Dynamic pric-
ing benefits the seller by addressing capacity utilization, improving re-
source efficiency, and enabling price differentiation. Consumers benefit 
from discounts and the excitement of finding a good deal. However, in-
troducing fixed pricing faced opposition from some sellers, led to price 
wars, and negatively impacted smaller sellers’ profits. Dynamic pricing 
raises concerns about fairness and has been criticized for price discrim-
ination.

On a personal level, the innovators were a diverse group of individuals 
who shared a commitment to hard work, honesty, and fairness. Their 
religious beliefs, mostly Protestant, played a significant role in their de-
cision to introduce fixed pricing, reflecting the values of their respective 
cultures and religions. However, there are also examples of fixed prices 
and dynamic prices being introduced for pecuniary reasons.

The outcomes of this study have implications for future pricing inno-
vations. The evolution of pricing is an ongoing process, and the exam-
ination of fixed and dynamic pricing in this research constitutes just a 
fraction of the many pricing innovations that exist. Nevertheless, the 
key factors that contributed to the adoption of fixed and dynamic pric-
ing: mutual benefits for buyers and sellers, competitive pressure for 
smaller sellers to adopt the innovative pricing mechanism, and market 
expansion by including less affluent customer groups, are interesting 
guidelines for the success of future pricing innovations.
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The diffusion of dynamic pricing may be the precursor to further ad-
vancements in algorithmic pricing. In this context, using big data, in-
cluding personal and competitive data, may lead to the developing of 
new pricing systems, such as personalized and collusive pricing mech-
anisms (Ezrachi & Stucke, 2016; Seele et al., 2021). The current so-
cietal reaction to the proliferation of algorithmic pricing mechanisms, 
including personalized pricing, is a topic of ongoing discourse. The in-
tegration of AI into pricing has the potential to bring about both tech-
nical and societal challenges. As the availability of big data increases, 
algorithmic pricing and personalized pricing will likely expand, raising 
concerns about privacy and fairness in pricing. While regulatory bodies 
such as the European Union are monitoring the developments, there are 
currently no established regulations (European Union & Directorate for 
Financial and Enterprise Affairs, 2018; Rott et al., 2022). The debate 
surrounding the benefits and drawbacks of these pricing systems re-
volves around similar topics as in the case of fixed and dynamic pricing. 
What are the advantages for larger vs. smaller sellers, and what is the 
potential benefit and harm for consumers? This discourse highlights the 
need for greater scrutiny to ensure that algorithmic pricing does not ex-
ploit the vulnerable (Chen et al., 2022; Gerlick & Liozu, 2020; Richards 
et al., 2016)

The present research was limited in scope to examining fixed and dy-
namic pricing innovations and did not explore other pricing mecha-
nisms and pricing innovations that failed to gain widespread adoption. 
The advent of the internet has facilitated the emergence and popularity 
of various pricing strategies such as auctions, pay-what-you-want, or 
name-your-own-price, among others, with varying levels of success. 
The underutilization of the name-your-own-price pricing strategy, 
once popularized by Priceline.com, may provide valuable insight into 
why some pricing innovations are not widely adopted. Additionally, 
the study was limited to five countries. While those countries are (at 
least partially) success stories of fixed and dynamic pricing, others have 
largely rejected both innovations (Bin Ahmad Alserhan, 2009; Kassaye, 
1990; Kramer & Herbig, 1993). A more comprehensive examination of 
fixed and dynamic pricing in other regions, such as the former Soviet 
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countries, South America, Africa, or the Middle East, could provide 
valuable insights into their innovation and diffusion patterns.
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